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ThE NATURAL UAS SITUATION IN THE COUN I IBS Oh KENT, ESSEX AND
LAMBTON

Hsscniial Difficulties in Dealing with the Production and Distribution 
of Natural Qas

There are certain peculiarities about natural gas which make the economical 
production and use of it difficult. In the first place the fact that- it is invisible and 
i> instantly annihilated once it is allowed to escape into the open air renders tin 
waste of gas less impressive and revolting than would be the ease with other valuable 
products. Before the regulations prohibiting waste were enforced in the Kent gas 
field in 1907, it was nothing out of the way for a gas well to blow otf two to three 
million cubic feet per day. This is equivalent in heating power and, consequently, 
value to about 100 tons of coal, or over 400 barrels of petroleum ; anyone permit
ting the absolute destruction of such amounts daily of coal or oil would be regarded 
as a menace to the community, but in the case of gas it was tolerated and the 
operators of the wells wasting gas even fancied they had a grievance when com
pelled to close the wells, and found many sympathizers. Moreover, the fact that it 
is not physically possible to separate, or fence off as it were, the holdings of differ 
cut operators—allowing each one on his own property to plan a careful and econ
omical development—is really the source of all the trouble. A competitor witli 
the right to drill for gas on adjoining territory can draw off the gas under-lying 
the leases of any operator who might be disposed to conserve the gas for the future 
indispensable needs of the community. It accordingly becomes a scramble to draw 
off the gas first and sell it for any price rather than let a rival have it. This causes 
unnecessary expense in drilling superfluous wells to “offset,” as it is called, the 
competitor’s wells, in laying scores of miles of double pipe lines which are enor
mously expensive, all of which the consumer must ultimately pay for. There is 
no other product of nature of which this is the case and it is the governing factor 
in operations. The experience, therefore, drawn from older industries, which is 
finally crystallized into legislation, is of no value because the thing is essentially 
different, and any regulations designed to ensure an intelligent and economical 
production and use of natural gas which do not take cognizance of this fact must 
necessarily fail in their purpose.

Estimate of Probable Amount of Qas in Reserve in the Known Qas Field
Up to the end of 1917 about 80,000 million cu. ft. of gas had been produced 

from the Kent field. During this time the pressure dropped from about 590 lbs. to 
320, a decrease of 270 lbs. Assuming the pressure may go down to 100 lbs. before the 
field is abandoned, there remains-a drop of 220 lbs. to be drawn on, and this repre
sents a proportional amount of gas which is available and should produce 
80,000 X §4$, or 65,000 million cu. ft. If the pressure may go down to 50 lbs. 
there remains a drop of 270, representing in a similar way about, 80,000 cu. ft. It 
is, however, almost an absolute certainty that more gas will be obtained than is 
indicated by the calculations just made. This is only reasonable to expect from 
the shape of the field, which is roughly that of a ham, the knuckle of the ham point
ing northwards and the broad base extending into Lake Erie. Tn making the eal-
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dilations given in Report ot the Bureau of Mines* Vol. XIX, p. 15U, a probable 
mean porosity of the ruck of 10 per cent, was assumed and a yield of 38,000 million 
cu. ft. arrived at on that basis, whereas it can be seen the production will ultimately 
be about lour times this amount, thus requiring a porosity of 40 per cent., which 1 
believe is quite unknown in any field. The only way the excess production over the 
calculated amount can be accounted for is by the movement of gas from under the 
lake. This of course would have the some original pressure as that under the land 
area, viz., 500 lbs., and as the pressure drops, due to the ilow of gas from the wells, 
the gas now in strala under the lake will gradually find its way to the wells drilled 
on land. The extent to which this would increase the calculated production cannot 
he determined in any way. but an increase of *0 per cent, might reasonably be looked 
for from this source, making thus a reserve of 78,000 to 9(5,000 million feet. As 
24,000 cu. ft. of this gas are equal to one ton of coal, this is equivalent to 3,200,000 
or 4,000,000 tons, something well worth making an intelligent effort to conserve. 
The amount that 1ms been produced to the end of 1917 is equal in heating value 
hi 3,300.000 tons of eoal.

Amount of Fuel Necessary for Domestic Use and Comparison with Coal 
and Artificial Gas in Cost

What is a reasonable amount of fuel for the inhabitants of the districts in 
Kent, Essex and Lambton served by natural gas to use ? It is easily capable of 
calculation. Assume the population thus served to be 80,000. The figures given 
in Municipal Bulletin No. 10 for 191(5 for Windsor, Walkerville, Sandwich, Wal- 
lacelmrg, Chatham, Blenheim, Ridgetown, Tilbury, Dresden, Leamington, King.- 
ville, Sarnia and Petrolia total 76,300, allowing the balance to «be made up b\ 
'mail places not mentioned ami farm houses along the lines. From the figures 
given in Vol. XIX of the Bureau of Mines Reports. 10.000 people use 700.00U 
daily average throughout the year for domestic purposes. Eighty thousand would 
use 5,600,000 daily, or 2,041,000,000 per year. Now the total importation of 
anthracite coal into Ontario for the fiscal year 1915-16 was 1,827,000 tons, and 
this anthracite coal is- a measure of the amount of fuel used for domestic purpose- 
in the province outside of the consumption of wood, natural gas and artificial gas. 
This means that the average consumption is probably not much over a ton per indi
vidual, or say 100,000 tons for the 80,000 people concerned. This is equivalent to 
2.400,000,000 cu. ft. of gas, a figure which agrees fairly closely with the one 
obtained by direct observation given above.

One circumstance which has hindered any efforts to prevent waste of gas, not 
only by direct escape into the air and consequent destruction, but also by the em
ployment of wasteful appliances or using an unnecessary amount, is the fact that 
the price paid for the gas is totally out of keeping with the cost of the standard 
fuel—coal—at the present time.

From the figures given above. 2-1,000 ft. of gas being equal to one ton of eoal. 
the following relation between prices can be seen, viz.:—

Natural gna at 10c. per 1,000 ft. equals coal at.............
" 15c. *' " ............

... $2 40 per ton.
___  3 60

" 20c. ___  4 80 “
___ 0 00

•' 30c. 7 20
___  8 40

" 40c. ___  p 00
" 50c. 12 00
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Kveu the domestic consumer who pay.- the highest rate. :V. per tu„u and. 
ting the equ it aient of coal at $ti.UU per toll, with tie- ad litiotial .iilvimi , 
elimination of all work in connection with it- u • The indu-ir .n.vin and 
tile large u.-et were only pating II |.. i. nt- per the; n *1. nr the i ipnvalent of 
' ":l1 a* *2.61 ie $3.60 per ton, sure
will never compel rigid .......... ,it. Then- il..- ih seem I . lie any ivii-m,. eompalihle
with the idea of enforcing the lit.... . t iiunuiiiy, win hire n . i Inmld lint, ant
advantage over -mall consumers beyond pc ilily i, mall discounl. In l ,e i| 
the interests of both the gas coiiipanii-, who are utixiou. m, II tie ir p. I net h
a rival can get il. and the large users arc identical, but ii . iiiimie.il : , intelligent 
conservation. Il any use at all i- allowed for indu trial pnrpi 
-Iion 1.1 Ik* paid, and there seems to Ii. no reason wilt lie Imuld h* ili.m UK
|ier thousand, or the equivalent of mal at $0.00 per ton. with no cvp. for lal u 
attached. Those who can purchase anthracite coal ut tin pro * an i'ortunah 
indeed. Compared with prices paid for artificial gas the difference i- striking 
The cheapest artificial gas sold anywhere in Ontario is in Toronto, wl *. the prie. 
IS 80c. per thousand for a gas having n heating elfi. I. my ,,r as compared will 
over 1,000 cflicieney for the Kent gas, or to huv on the mm basis ns the T..i. ■ 
householder the consumer in Kent should pay $1.10 per tlioii-.mil, and n ni . 
the Toronto user in order lo lie on as fuvorahle a fooling a- Ih dweller In Kenl 
county paying I0e. per 1 hoii-'and should he able In gv( ! i i g "a ii ; cent- m-lr.i 
of SO.

IsOnjf Life of the (ias f ield with Higher Kates Advantageous lo the Domestic 
Consumers—not the (las Companies

1 lie benefit to he derived from t1 it - increase in rates i> the •'iifon-enieiit of lie 
utmost economy in the ns<* of gas. With 20.000 or so meters in commission, repre 
"' i"*l!.- ;ls many users, no regulations unit
could enforce economy. This of « uirse is both undesirable and impracticable. The 
benefit that would accrue to the public by an increase of the rate i ;i prolongation 
of the life of the field duo to the extra care that would result in He use of gas. 
This benefit would not go to the gas eompaniv . as can easily Ih -cm by a simp!, 
calculation. Assume for a moment that the smallest amount calculated above as 
gas in reserve, viz., (55,000 million vu. ft., is correct. For the last few years th 
industrial consumption has been 70 per cent, of the total and the domestic 30 per 
cent., and the rate of consumption is now 15.000 million per war, or four years* 
supply. Apart altogether from the inevitable breakdown of the system, which 
would increase in seriousness every spell of cold weather and result in the loss of a 
great deal of gas as against the system of careful,musing of Ilf wells possibl 
under domestic consumption only, we can compare th. results of the two systems 
as far as the gas companies arc concerned. In the first place, imagine the present 
system continued and even admit, what is probably impossible, that all of the gas 
can he marketed under those conditions: then we have ;k follows :

30% of (15,000 or 19.500 Mill at 25c. = $3.997.500 
70% “ • 45.500 “ 13c. =• 5.915,000

Total...............................................$9,912.500

As this 65.000 million feet is equal to 2.700.000 tons of coal, this means that, it 
would he sold at the average rate of $3.67 per ton. No economy can he enforced 
under these conditions. ,
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If this amount were collected in four years it would mean a yearly amount of 
$54,478,100, the present value of which at 5 per cunt, would be $8,787,5400. On the 
•lUu. rate suggested with a consumption of a little over 2,OUI) million cu. ft. per 
year and a minimum life of thirty-three years for the field, the total final revenue 
obtained from the 65,000 million feet would be $26,000,000, which would give a 
yearly collection of $787,800 for the thirty-three years. The present value of thi- 
i.- $12,606,800. There is thus an apparent gain of about $3,8U0.00ii. hut all tin 
expenses of leaseholds, upkeep, repairs, office staff, etc., for thirty-three years n< 
against four years must be taken into consideration. This would amount to more 
than enough to make up the difference. The price would probably have to be 
increased as the supply declined greatly. In addition to these expenses the present 
pipe lines could be removed at the end of four years and sold for a substantial 
amount, but would have to be renewed wholly or in part before the end of the 
thirty-three years, thus increasing the disadvantage ainst the gas companies. 
If the interest be put at 6 per cent, as in the latest provincial loan, the present 
values under the two systems would differ by about $2,600,000.

Interest of Domestic Consumers-Greatest.in Importance

It is evident that the domestic consumers resident in cities, towns and in the 
country now supplied by this gas have the greatest aggregate interest of any of the 
parties concerned in the question, and that a long life for the gas field is of the 
greatest importance to them. Moreover, the matter was easily capable of calcu
lation years ago; for instance, Vol. XIX of the Bureau of Mines Reports pub
lished in 1910 contained a calculation of the amount of gas that would be obtained 
from this field, which was close enough to shape an intelligent line of development. 
The production then was already Ifi enough, viz., over 4,500» million cu. ft. per 
year. In the Report (Vol. XXT1) ublished in 1913, on p. 45 and 46 information 
is given from which it could he dated that the total production would be over
138,000 million, and yet the v lion went on increasing till by 1916 it trebled
the amount yielded in 1910 ai ire than trebled it in 1917. The total production 
was published every year for the last five years. The way the output increased can 
he seen from the following table:

Waste (estimated)..................................................... 2,000
1907 production ................................................
1908 “ ........................ .....................
1909 " ................................................
1910 “ ...................... .........................
1911 “ .........................................................................
1912 " .......... ....................................
1913 “ ..........................................
1914 “ .......... ......................................
1915 " .................................................
1916 " ..............................................
1917 estimated ............................................................ 15,000.0

million cu. ft.
207.0
848.0

1,996.0
4,589.0
5,649.0
7,752.5
7.975.8

10.121.6
10,819.1
13,752.5
15.000.0 “

to anyone interested in the
matter, utility uonmimwes lurmeu iu umi-pan ua. vue wum»y were trying to coax 
industries to come in and use up the gas at a rapid rate under the delusion that thi= 
was showing enterprise. One industry that required 5,000,000 feet per day was 
induced to establish itself there on account of the gas supply. This amount of ga
is sufficient for the average daily consumption throughout the year of 70.000
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people. Industries that have built plants designed for the use of gas in the face of 
information easily obtainable have only themselves to blame and do not appear to 
be entitled to much consideration.

Of the production from the Kent field given above, during the last few years 
a certain portion of this was sent eastwards to Brantford, Hamilton, and other 
cities and towns. In 1916 this amounted to 22 per cent, of the total yield. If we 
assume half of this was used for industrial purposes and would be cut off in the 
future, leaving about 10 per cent, of the Kent production used for domestic pur
poses in that part of the province, this would shorten the life of the field to that 
extent, hut as already indicated, the amount of gas in reserve assumed in calculât 
ing the life of the field will almost certainly be increased by 20 per cent, or more, 
this will not affect any of the conclusions arrived at.
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